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クォーク・グルオンプラズマ
（QQGGPP）とは

✓ハドロンの構造；
• ハドロン（陽子、中性子や中間子）は、11ffmm
程度の大きさを持ち、クォークとグルオンか

ら構成されている。

• クォークとグルオンはハドロンに閉じ込め
• 量子色力学（QQCCDD）の世界
➡クォークの閉じ込め

➡漸近的自由度

✓大きさを持つハドロンを狭い空間に多重
発生させると（高温・高密度状態）、

ハドロンが連結した状態が起こる？

• クォーク・グルオンが比較的大きな体積中を
自由に飛び回る状態が実現する。

クォーク・グルオンプラズマ状態
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宇宙の歴史から見ると、

8

✓QQGGPP  →  陽子や中性子
•時間：ビックバンから数μ秒後
•エネルギー密度：>>  11  GGeeVV//ffmm33

✓宇宙の晴れ上がり
•時間：ビックバンから4400万年後
•温度：２兆度  KK



RHIC & LHC
高エネルギー重イオン実験の２大拠点

スイス・欧州共同原子核研究機構 (CERN)

LHC 加速器 (2009-), 周長 27 km

√sNN = 2.76, 5.5 TeV Pb-Pb

米国・ブルックヘブン国立研究所 (BNL)

RHIC 加速器 (2000-), 周長 3.8 km

√sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au
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Jet quenching 3

ment non-perturbatively into a set of final-state hadrons. The characteristic colli-
mated spray of hadrons resulting from the fragmentation of an outgoing parton is
called a “jet”.

Fig. 2. “Jet quenching” in a head-on nucleus-nucleus collision. Two quarks suffer a hard scat-
tering: one goes out directly to the vacuum, radiates a few gluons and hadronises, the other
goes through the dense plasma created (characterised by transport coefficient q̂, gluon density
dNg/dy and temperature T ), suffers energy loss due to medium-induced gluonstrahlung and
finally fragments outside into a (quenched) jet.

One of the first proposed “smoking guns” of QGP formation was “jet quench-
ing” [6] i.e. the attenuation or disappearance of the spray of hadrons resulting from
the fragmentation of a parton having suffered energy loss in the dense plasma pro-
duced in the reaction (Fig. 2). The energy lost by a particle in a medium, &E , pro-
vides fundamental information on its properties. In a general way, &E depends both
on the characteristics of the particle traversing it (energy E , mass m, and charge) and
on the plasma properties (temperature T , particle-medium interaction coupling1 ',
and thickness L), i.e. &E(E,m,T,',L). The following (closely related) variables are
extremely useful to characterise the interactions of a particle inside a medium:

• the mean free path ( = 1/()*), where ) is the medium density () # T 3 for an
ideal gas) and * the integrated cross section of the particle-medium interaction2,

• the opacity N = L/( or number of scatterings experienced by the particle in a
medium of thickness L,

• theDebye mass mD(T )! gT (where g is the coupling parameter) is the inverse of
the screening length of the (chromo)electric fields in the plasma.mD characterises
the typical momentum exchanges with the medium and also gives the order of
the “thermal masses” of the plasma constituents,

• the transport coefficient q̂"m2D/( encodes the “scattering power” of the medium
through the average transverse momentum squared transferred to the traversing
particle per unit path-length. q̂ combines both thermodynamical (mD,)) and dy-
namical (*) properties of the medium [7, 8, 9]:

q̂ " m2D/( = m2D ) * . (2)

1 The QED and QCD coupling “constants” are 'em = e2/(4+) and 's = g2/(4+) respectively.
2 One has (! ('T )#1 since the QED,QCD screened Coulomb scatterings are *el # '/T 2.

（１）ジェットクエンチ　
　　　　　　　　　　　（パートンのQQGGPP中の特徴的エネルギー損失）

✓１）高運動量粒子の減少
•･ 低エネルギー衝突では見られない

✓２）相反ジェットの消失
✓エネルギー損失〜数GGeeVV//ffmm
•･ ハドロンガスでは考えられない

•･ →QQGGPP生成の証拠のひとつ
pedestal and flow subtracted

22 David d’Enterria
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Fig. 15. Invariant +0 yields measured by PHENIX in peripheral (left) and central (right)
AuAu collisions (squares) [89], compared to the (TAA-scaled) pp! +0+X cross section (cir-
cles) [134] and to a NLO pQCD calculation (curves and yellow band) [119].
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Fig. 16. RAA(pT ) measured in central AuAu at 200 GeV for +0 [89] and . [135] mesons,
charged hadrons [114], and direct photons [136, 137] compared to theoretical predictions for
parton energy loss in a dense medium with dNg/dy= 1400 (yellow curve) [138].

top RHIC energies is very close to the “participant scaling”, (Npart/2)/Ncoll " 0.17,
expected in the strong quenching limit where only hadrons coming from partons
produced at the surface of the medium show no final-state modifications in their
spectra [141]. From the RAA one can approximately obtain the fraction of energy
lost, !loss = &pT/pT , via

!loss " 1#R1/(n#2)
AA , (36)

when the AuAu and pp invariant spectra are both a power-law with exponent n, i.e.
1/pT dN/dpT # p#nT [142]. At RHIC (n" 8, RAA " 0.2), one finds !loss " 0.2.

The high-pT AuAu suppression can be well reproduced by parton energy loss
models that assume the formation of a very dense system with initial gluon ra-
pidity densities dNg/dy " 1400 (yellow line in Fig. 16) [138], transport coeffi-
cients $q̂% " 13 GeV2/fm (red line in Fig. 17, left) [78], or plasma temperatures

RAA =
”hot/dense QCDmedium”

”QCD vacuum”
=

dnAA/dpTdy

�Nbinary� · dnpp/dpTdy

11
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QQEEDD  の場合、

✓ddEE//ddxx  測定→物性を決定
•QQEEDDプラズマ中でのエネルギー損失  →  TT  &&  mmDD  を与える

12

Jet quenching 5

one scattering (with cross section d*/dt, where t =Q2 is the momentum transfer
squared) in a medium of temperature T , is:

!

&E1scatcoll
"

!
1
*T

Z tmax

m2D
t
d*
dt

dt . (4)

• Radiative energy loss through inelastic scatterings within the medium (Fig. 3,
right), dominates at higher momenta. This loss can be determined from the cor-
responding single- or double-differential photon or gluon Bremsstrahlung spec-
trum (/ dIrad/d/ or / d2Irad/d/dk2", where /, k" are respectively the energy
and transverse momentum of the radiated photon or gluon):

&E1scatrad =
Z E

/
dIrad
d/

d/ , or &E1scatrad =
Z E Z kT,max

/
d2Irad
d/dk2"

d/dk2" . (5)

For incoherent scatterings one has simply: &Etot = N ·&E1scat , where N = L/( is the
medium opacity. The energy loss per unit length or stopping power7 is:

#
dE
dl

=
$&Etot%
L

, (6)

which for incoherent scatterings reduces to: #dE/dl =
!

&E1scat
"

/(.

Energy losses in QED

As an illustrative example, we show in Fig. 4 the stopping power of muons in cop-
per. At low and high energies, the collisional (aka “Bethe-Bloch”) and the radiative
energy losses dominate respectively.
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Fig. 4. Stopping power, #dE/dl, for positive muons in copper as a function of 12= p/Mc (or
momentum p). The solid curve indicates the total stopping power [15].

Yet, the hot and dense plasma environment that one encounters in “jet quench-
ing” scenarios is not directly comparable to the QED energy loss in cold matter
represented in Fig. 4. A recent review by Peigné and Smilga [16] presents the para-
metric dependences of the energy loss of a lepton traversing a hot QED plasma with
7 By ‘stopping power’, one means a property of the matter, while ‘energy loss per unit length’
describes what happens to the particle. For a given particle, the numerical value and units
are identical (and both are usually written with a minus sign in front).

Energy loss of charged particle in a matter CCoolllliissiioonnaall

✓BBeetthhee--BBlloocchh

RRaaddiiaattiivvee

✓BBeetthhee--HHeeiittlleerr
　((tthhiinn;;  LL<<<<λ))

✓LLaannddaauu--
PPoommeerraanncchhuukk--

MMiiggddaall

((tthhiicckk;;  LL>>>>λ))

Bremsstrahlung
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QQGGPPに特徴的なエネルギー損失

•QGPの物性研究にジェット（高エネルギーパートン）は
大変有効なプローブ

13

�E � �SCR�q̂�L2
ppQQCCDD

�E � �1

�E � �2

4 David d’Enterria

As a numerical QCD example3, let us consider an equilibrated gluon plasma
at T = 0.4 GeV and a strong coupling 's ! 0.5 [10]. At this temperature, the
particle (energy) density is )g = 16/+2 ,(3) · T 3 ! 15 fm"3 (!g = 8+2/15 · T 4
! 17 GeV/fm3), i.e. 100 times denser than normal nuclearmatter () = 0.15 fm"3).
At leading order (LO), the Debye mass is mD = (4+'s)1/2T ! 1 GeV. The LO
gluon-gluon cross section is *gg # 9+'2s/(2m2D) ! 1.5 mb. The gluon mean free
path in such a medium is (g = 1/()g*gg)# 0.45 fm (the quark mean-free-path is
(q =CA/CF (g ! 1 fm, whereCA/CF = 9/4 is the ratio of gluon-to-quark colour
factors). The transport coefficient is therefore q̂ # m2D/(g # 2.2 GeV2/fm. Note
that such a numerical value has been obtained with a LO expression in 's for
the parton-medium cross section. Higher-order scatterings (often encoded in a
“K-factor”! 2 – 4) could well result in much larger values of q̂.

• the diffusion constant D, characterising the dynamics of heavy non-relativistic
particles (mass M and speed v) traversing the plasma, is connected, via the Ein-
stein relations

D= 2T 2/- = T/(M .D) (3)

to the momentum diffusion coefficient - – the average momentum squared gained
by the particle per unit-time (related to the transport coefficient as -! q̂ v) – and
the momentum drag coefficient .D.

2.2 Mechanisms of in-medium energy loss

In a general way, the total energy loss of a particle traversing a medium is the sum of
collisional and radiative terms4: &E = &Ecoll +&Erad . Depending on the kinematic
region, a (colour) charge can lose energy5 in a plasma with temperature T mainly by
two mechanisms6.

E E- E!

!E

E

E- E!

!E

X
(medium)

Fig. 3. Diagrams for collisional (left) and radiative (right) energy losses of a quark of energy
E traversing a quark-gluon medium.

• Collisional energy loss through elastic scatterings with the medium constituents
(Fig. 3, left) dominates at low particle momentum. The average energy loss in

3 For unit conversion, multiply by powers of !c # 0.2GeV fm (other useful equalities:
10 mb = 1 fm2, and 1 GeV"2 = 0.389 mb).

4 In addition, synchrotron-, Čerenkov- and transition-radiation energy losses can take place
respectively if the particle interacts with the medium magnetic field, if its velocity is greater
than the local phase velocity of light, or if it crosses suddenly from one medium to another.
Also, plasma instabilities may lead to energy losses. Yet, those effects – studied e.g. in [11,
12, 13, 14] for QCD plasmas – are generally less important in terms of the amount of Eloss.

5 Note that if the energy of the particle is similar to the plasma temperature, E $ O(T ), the
particle can also gain energy while traversing it.

6 Note that the separation is not so clear-cut since the diagrams assume well-defined asymp-
totic out states, but the outgoing particles may still be in the medium and further rescatter.
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CCoolllliissiioonnaall

RRaaddiiaattiivvee

• グルーオン放射によるエネルギー損失が支配的

✓ddEE//ddxx  測定→物性やJJeett  TToommooggrraapphhyy
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筑波大GGの戦略；　粒子識別
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TTOOFF  CCoonnssttrruuccttiioonn  aatt  TTssuukkuubbaa  ((11999966--11999988))
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TTOOFF  CCoonnssttrruuccttiioonn  aatt  BBNNLL  ((11999988--11999999))
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TTOOFF  IInnssttaallllaattiioonn  iinn  PPHHEENNIIXX  ((AAuugguusstt  11999999))

17

t0 counter
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AAeerrooggeell  CCoonnssttrruuccttiioonn  &&  
IInnssttaallllaattiioonn

18
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Peripheral

Central

PHENIX: PRL 91, 172301 (2003), PRC 69, 034909 (2004)
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((22))  SSuurrpprriissee!!  ((BBaarryyoonn  AAnnoommaallyy))

✓他の高エネルギー粒子衝突反応に比べて、多くの陽子や反陽子が生成されることを発見！

• 全く異なるハドロン生成メカニズム
➡ 中條達也氏（現筑波大・講師）；原子核談話会新人賞受賞

中條達也氏（筑波大）が原子核談話会新人賞受賞！
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クォーク融合反応
((QQuuaarrkk  CCooaalleesscceennccee))

✓QGP特有のハドロン生成
メカニズム？

QGP

ハドロン

 w(pt)；
ユニバーサルな
クォークの
運動量分布
｛急激な減少を
示す分布形｝

中間子の運動量分布(2q)；

€ 

WM pt( ) ≈ CM ⋅ w
2(pt 2 )

陽子の運動量分布(3q)；

€ 

WB pt( ) ≈ CB ⋅ w
3(pt 3 )
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（２）方位角異方性
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�/R� 0 と共に変換効率が高く流体力学に
近づく

21
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大きな方位角異方性  vv22

✓大きな楕円的方位角異方性  ((vv22))  の観測
➡極めて早い  tthheerrmmaalliizzaattiioonn〜  00..66  ffmm//cc  

➡完全流体!!  →強結合  QQGGPP  の発見

✓クォーク数  ((nnqq))  スケーリング
• →  uunniivveerrssaallな分布、  パートンレベルで異方性が決定

PHENIX PRL 98(2007)162301
Au+Au 200 GeV

横運動エネルギー/クォーク数

方
位
角
異
方
性

/ク
ォ
ー
ク
数
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✓クォーク融合反応の証拠

• Universal quark distribution

 w；クォークの方位角分布

中間子の運動量分布(2q)；

陽子の運動量分布(3q)；

€ 

dNM

dφ
∝w2 = (1+ 2v2,q cos2φ)

2

≈ (1+ 4v2,q cos2φ)

€ 

dNB

dφ
∝w3 = (1+ 2v2,q cos2φ)

3

≈ (1+ 6v2,q cos2φ)

€ 

w∝ (1+ 2v2,q cos2φ)

クォークの統計
力学的分布

クォーク数((nn))スケーリング
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C. The Science of Quark-Gluon Plasma  
 
A look backwards in time reveals a universe at higher and higher temperatures. Just a microsec-
ond after the big bang, the entire universe was millions of times hotter than the center of the sun. 
As the infant universe cooled, it passed through various phase transitions, just as steam condens-
es to water and then freezes to ice. Above some almost unimaginably high temperature, it is pos-
sible that all known forces of nature were unified. A few microseconds after the big bang, the 
forces of nature were as we know them today but, because the universe was many trillions of de-
grees hot, the matter that filled it was still unrecognizable: no protons or neutrons had yet 
formed, therefore no nuclei, no atoms, and no molecules. The entire universe existed as a pri-
mordial fluid of quarks and gluons, called quark-gluon plasma, until after about 20 microseconds 
it "condensed", forming protons and neutrons, the first complex structures in the universe. 
 
The most powerful accelerators in the world today are capable of colliding nuclei at such high 
energies that they can recreate droplets of the quark-gluon plasma that filled the microseconds-
old universe, making it possible to study its properties in the laboratory and answer questions 
about the nature of the new-born universe that will never be accessible via astronomical observa-
tion. The formation of protons and neutrons from quark-gluon plasma is likely to be the earliest 
scene in the history of the universe that will ever be re-enacted in the laboratory. Each nuclear 
collision at RHIC makes a droplet of quark-gluon plasma, exploding in a "little bang" which rec-
reates the transition by which the first protons and neutrons were formed. These experi-
ments allow us to see the essence of the fundamental nuclear force, as described via the theory of 
QCD. Although the analysis of the experiments is challenging due to the short lifetime and small 
size of these droplets, we have the advantage of billions of little bangs to study as well as a sur-
prising degree of control over their initial conditions.  
 

Figure II-5: Our one universe with its primordial fluctuations (parts per million variations in temperature) as 
measured via photons by the WMAP satellite experiment (left) compared to seed fluctuations (corresponding 
to 10-15% variations in temperature) in four simulated heavy ion collisions at RHIC (right). The measured 
fluctuations bring us knowledge about the quantum fluctuations at the earliest moments of the explosion (big 
bang or heavy ion collision) as well as about the material properties of the rippling fluid that ensues. Obser-
vations of the glow of the big bang or of heavy ion collisions reveal different and complementary properties of 
the trillions-of-degrees-hot matter that filled the microseconds old universe.  
 
Quark-gluon plasma was created in the United States at RHIC, and it was there that we first 
learned of its near-perfect liquid nature. This discovery was the top physics story across all areas 

重イオン衝突の揺らぎ
→HHiigghheerr  HHaarrmmoonniiccss

高次の方位角異方性 Higher
Harmonics

✓ RRHHIICCにおける方位角異方性　
→　比ずれ粘性  ((η//ss))  ~~  00..11　（  最小  !!!!  ）

• →　ストリング理論における量子リミット  ((11//44π))！
✓   高次異方性の測定により重イオン衝突の初期条件
に制限がかけられるようになってきた（ee..gg..カラー

グラス凝縮  ((CCGGCC))  など）..
24

�/s = 0.08
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Charged hadron v2 to v5 for !/s = 0.08
as a function of transverse momentum pT averaged over 10
single events, including resonances up to the "-meson (upper
end of each band) and all resonances up to 2GeV (lower end
of each band).

was shown in [1] that v4 is very sensitive to the lattice
spacing if it is not chosen small enough. Fig. 4 shows
vn(pT ) for two di!erent lattice spacings, our standard
value of a = 0.115 fm and a larger a = 0.2 fm. Di!erences
are within the statistical error bars from averaging over
100 events each.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Charged hadron v2 to v5 for !/s =
0.08 and #0 = 0.4 fm as a function of transverse momentum
pT averaged over 100 single events for lattice spacings a =
0.115 fm (solid lines) and a = 0.2 fm (dashed lines).

Because we are presenting the first (3+1)-dimensional
relativistic viscous hydrodynamic simulation, it is inter-
esting to demonstrate the e!ect of shear viscosity on the
longitudinal dynamics of the system, which in a (1+1)-
dimensional simulation was studied in [56, 57].
Fig. 5 shows the modification of charged hadron

pseudo-rapidity spectra caused by the inclusion of shear

viscosity. The shape of the initial energy density distri-
bution in the longitudinal direction is the same for all
curves, which were each averaged over 200 events. The
normalization was adjusted to yield the same multiplicity
at midrapidity in all cases. In the range 2 < |!p| < 4 the
pseudo-rapidity spectra are increased, for larger !p de-
creased by the e!ect of shear viscosity. We checked that
this e!ect is almost entirely due to the modified evolution
when including shear viscosity. The viscous correction
to the distribution functions "f (28) only causes minor
modifications. Additional information can be obtained
by looking at the average transverse momentum !pT " as
a function of rapidity. We show in Fig. 6 that also !pT "
increases at intermediate rapidities and decreases at the
largest |y|. For this observable the e!ect of "f is larger.
The modification in the viscous case is caused by the

following e!ect: Faster longitudinal fluid cells drag slower
neighbors by the viscous shear coupling. Naturally, the
inclusion of both transverse and longitudinal spatial di-
mensions in the simulation is needed to allow for such
coupling. Fast fluid elements are slowed down, slower
ones sped up, decreasing the number of fluid cells with
the largest rapidities, increasing the number at interme-
diate rapidities. Further di!usion then distributes the
momentum in all directions, explaining the increase of
!pT " at intermediate rapidities.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Charged hadron spectrum for 20-30%
central Au+Au collisions for di!erent values of !/s including
resonances up to the "-meson.

In Fig. 7 we show the dependence of vn(pT ) on the
shear viscosity of the system. Results are averaged over
200 single events each. For v2 to v4 we compare to exper-
imental data from the PHENIX collaboration obtained
using the event plane method [58]. One can clearly see
that the dependence of vn(pT ) on !/s increases with in-
creasing n. To make this point more quantitative, we
present the ratio of the pT -integrated vn from viscous
calculations to vn from ideal calculations as a function of
n in Fig. 8. While v2 is suppressed by # 20% when using
!/s = 0.16, v5 is suppressed by # 80%. Higher harmon-

BB..SScchheennkkee,,  aarrXXiivv::11110099..66228899

で合う！
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Positive pion average pT as a function
of rapidity y for 20-30% central Au+Au collisions from ideal
and viscous (!/s = 0.08) including resonances up to the "-
meson.

ics are substantially more a!ected by the system’s shear
viscosity than v2 and hence are a much more sensitive
probe of !/s. This behavior is expected because di!u-
sive processes smear out finer structures corresponding
to higher n more e"ciently than larger scale structures,
and has been pointed out previously in [18].
So far all results were obtained using initial conditions

with a Gaussian width "0 = 0.4 fm. We now study the
e!ect of the initial state granularity on the flow harmon-
ics by varying "0. Decreasing "0 causes finer structures
to appear and hence strengthens the e!ect of hot spots.
This results in a hardening of the spectra as previously
demonstrated in [17]. Because we want to compare to ex-
perimental data, we readjust the slopes to match the ex-
perimental pT -spectra by modifying the freeze-out tem-
perature (see Table I).
Fig. 9 shows the dependence of vn(pT ) on the value of

"0, which we vary from 0.2 fm to 0.8 fm. While v2 is
almost independent of "0, higher flow harmonics show a
very strong dependence. In Fig. 10 we present the depen-
dence of the pT -integrated vn on the initial state granu-
larity characterized by "0.
Higher flow harmonics turn out to be a more sensi-

tive probe of initial state granularity than v2. While we
are not yet attempting an exact extraction of !/s using
higher flow harmonics, our results give a first quantita-
tive overview of the e!ects of both the initial state gran-
ularity and !/s on all higher flow harmonics up to v5.
Comparing Figs. 7 and 9, we see that v4(pT ) obtained
from simulations using !/s = 0.16 is about a factor of 2
below the experimental result, and that decreasing "0 by
a factor of two does not increase it nearly as much. Note
that "0 = 0.2 fm is already a very small value given that
we assign this width to a wounded nucleon. It is hence
unlikely that a higher initial state granularity will be able
to compensate for the large e!ect of the shear viscosity.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) pT -di!erential v2 to v5 from ideal hy-
drodynamics (left), viscous hydrodynamics with !/s = 0.08
(middle), and !/s = 0.16 (right). Results are averaged over
200 events each. Experimental data from PHENIX [58].

Similar arguments hold for v3(pT ).

A detailed systematic analysis of di!erent models for
the initial state with a sophisticated description of fluc-
tuations is needed to make more precise statements on
the value of !/s. It is however clear from the present
analysis that the utilization of higher flow harmonics can
constrain models for the initial state and values of trans-
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SSoopphhiissttiiccaatteedd  HHBBTT  AAnnaallyyssiiss

✓衝突度を各事象で決定
➡CCeennttrraalliittyy  依存性

✓横運動量依存性
➡kktt依存性

✓HHBBTTの運動量３DD解析
➡RRssiiddee、RRoouuttを測定

✓ψ22（反応平面）、ψ３を各
事象で決定

➡（φーψnn）依存性

•時空発展の様子
➡RRssiiddeeは幾何学的形状を主に反映

➡RRoouuttはoouuttwwaarrdd  fflloowwとlliiffee  ttiimmee
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Average of azimuthally dependent
HBT radii measured with respect to 3rd-order event plane
(filled circles). HBT radii obtained in azimuthally integrated
analysis [11] are compared (open triangles).

crosscheck, the corrected oscillation amplitude was com-114

pared with the amplitude divided by the event plane res-115

olution Res(!n). Both were consistent in both case of116

!2 and !3 dependence of HBT radii.117

Figure 1 shows the average of azimuthally dependent118

HBT radii of charged pions with respect to 3rd-order119

event plane as a function of N1/3
part calculated by Glauber120

model [10]. The HBT radii extracted by azimuthally in-121

tegrated analysis [11] are shown together. Both are con-122

sistent within systematic error.123

Figure 2 shows squared Rside and Rout as functions of124

azimuthal pair angle ! with respect to !2 and !3 for 0-125

10% and 30-60% centralities. In most central event, the126

values of Rs show a very weak oscillation with respect127

to both !2 and !3, while Ro clearly exhibits stronger128

oscillation. The oscillation of Ro may carry information129

about the emission duration. The !2 dependence may130

indicate that the emission duration is di"erent in-plane131

versus out-of-plane since Rs shows a weak oscillation and132

the source shape is thought to be close to a spherical133

shape. Alternatively a sensitivity for the source shape134

may be di"erent between Rs and Ro in the expanding135

source. In mid-central event, Rs and Ro relative to !2136

have the opposite sign oscillations, which corresponds to137

the elliptical shape of the source. On the other hand,138

those radii relative to !3 seem to have the same sign os-139

cillations. We need to treat the results carefully because140

there is no higher harmonic anisotropy in the Gaussian141

approximation for a static source. However the spatial142

triangular shape may appear for a expanding source if143

the source has the feature, and the collective flow with144

3rd modulation like v3 will also make the !3 dependence145

of HBT radii.146

Figure 3 shows the relative amplitudes of Rs, Ro and147

Ros as a function of "n, where R2
µ,n is the Fourier coef-148

ficient obtained by fitting the azimuthal dependence of149

squared HBT radii shown in Fig. 2 with the cosine series150

function151

R2
µ = R2

µ,0 + 2
!

n

R2
µ,n cos(n(!!!m)) (3)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The azimuthal dependence of Rs and
Ro for charged pions with respect to 2nd- and 3rd-order event
plane in Au+Au 200 GeV collisions. Open symbols are the
same data to filled symbols and plotted repeatedly within the
range from ! to !.

where the summation over n takes n = 2, 4 for m = 2 and152

n = 3 for m = 3. The "n is evaluated by Monte-Carlo153

Glauber simulation [10, 12]. The 2R2
s,2/Rs,0 plotted in154

the left-top panel of Fig. 3 are usually defined as final155

eccentricity [9]. The values of final eccentricity are con-156

sistent with STAR result [4]. The relative amplitudes157

of Rs for 3rd-order indicates zero or a slightly negative158

values in all centrality region unlike those for 2nd-order,159

while Ro and Ros seem to have positive value at least at160

most-central event and a similar trend in both order. The161

azimuthal dependence of HBT radius will be made from162

the spatial anisotropy, the modulation of collective flow,163

and the azimuthal dependence of emission duration only164

for Ro and Ros if it exists. Results for 2nd-order indicates165

that the source shape still keep the initial shape which is166

extended to out-of-plane. Finite value of Ro amplitude167

may be caused by the finite value of elliptic flow and168

the di"erent sensitivity of Rs and Ro for possible compo-169

nents making oscillations. Results for 3nd-order implies170

a possibility that the initial triangular shape turns over171

to the opposite shape by triangular flow because at least172

the opposite shape will be needed to make a negative Rs173

oscillation in the existence of radial flow and triangular174

flow.175

Transverse mass mT dependence of the relative Rs and176

Ro have been measured in Fig. 4. To study the mT de-177

pendence, azimuthal angle and centrality are divided to178

four and two bins respectively. The relative amplitudes179

also depend on mT due to the di"erent homogeneity re-180

gion for di"erent mT . For 2nd-order, Rs in 0-20% and Ro181

in 20-60% increase with increasing mT , while Rs in 20-182
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QQGGPP生成の
主な証拠と
主要論文

((RRHHIICC--PPHHEENNIIXX))

★ PPHHEENNIIXX  実験レビュー論文  ((NNuuccll..  PPhhyyss..  AA775577,,  118844--228833,,  ((22000033))))::  引用数  11447788..

•･ 熱光子の観測（秋葉,,  PPRRLL  110044  ((22001100))  113322330011,,  引用数  118888）←超高温物質

•･ JJ//ψ  抑制（郡司,,  PPRRLL  9988  ((22000077))  223322330011,,  引用数  334488）  ←カラー遮蔽

•･ 高横運動量ハドロン抑制（大山,,  PPRRLL  8888  ((22000022))  002222330011,,  引用数  669900）  ←ジェット抑制

•･ 大きな方位角異方性、クォーク数スケーリング（江角,,  PPRRLL  9911  ((22000033))  118822330011,,  引用数  

449911）  ←強結合QQGGPP、クォーク再結合

•･ バリオン生成異常（中條,,  PPRRCC  6699  ((22000044))  003344990099,,  引用数  555522）  ←クォーク再結合

•･ 重クォーク抑制と方位角異方性（坂井,,  PPRRLL  9988  ((22000077))  117722330011,,  引用数  441188）  ←熱平衡

* 引用数は SPIRES における2013.2.7 現在のもの。名前は日本人で論文作成に主に関わったもの
26
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RRHHIICC  vvss  LLHHCC

✓HHoommee  wwoorrkk  ttoo  tthhee  LLHHCC,,  pphhyyssiiccss  ooff  jjeett  qquueenncchh
➡  LLHHCC  hhaass  ssuuppeerriioorr  aaddvvaannttaaggee  iinn  hhaarrdd  pprroobbeess

RRHHIICC LLHHCC

√  ssNNNN  ((GGeeVV)) 220000 55550000

TT//TTcc 11..99 33..00--44..22

ε((GGeeVV//ffmm33)) 55 1155--6600

τQQGGPP  ((ffmm//cc)) 22--44 >>1100

27
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LLHHCC加速器による重イオン衝突（２０１０--）と初期成果

✓初期温度、  RRHHIICC  の  11..44  倍を達成..  
✓大きな集団膨張、方位角異方性を確認
✓大きなジェット抑制の観測
✓励起Υ状態の消滅（高温状態生成の証拠）

28
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今後1100年間の展開

✓衝突初期条件の解明（カラーグラス凝縮？）

✓Thermalizationのメカニズム

✓QGP物性量(比粘性、輸送係数等)の温度依存性

✓相図の構造
-- QQCCDD  ccrriittiiccaall  ppooiinntt  の探査  ((RRHHIICC))

LHC Experiments

Full-energy RHIC experiments

Figure 3: Left: current and projected uncertainties on the net-proton kurtosis � variance, a measure of
the shape of the event-by-event distribution of net protons. Center: illustration of the phase-diagram of
QCD matter, including the area of the phase diagram probed by the beam energy scan. Right: nuclear
modification factor RAA in central Au+Au collisions measured for di�erent collision energies during
phase #1 of the beam energy scan demonstrating the transition from confined to deconfined matter.

4.1 Search for the QCD Critical Point: Beam Energy Scan Phase II427

Bulk matter in which the interactions are governed by QCD has a rich phase structure, as shown in the428

center frame of Figure 3, which can be explored by varying the collision energy between heavy nuclei. In429

collisions of two nuclei, versus collisions of nuclei with their antimatter partner, the matter is formed430

with a net baryon density, or baryochemical potential (µb), which decreases with increasing collision431

energy. At zero baryochemical potential, lattice gauge calculations have firmly established that the432

transition from normal nuclear matter to the Quark Gluon Plasma is of the crossover type, in which no433

thermodynamic quantity diverges even in the infinite volume limit. At high baryochemical potential434

and low temperature, the transition is strongly first order, which leads to the conjecture that there435

must be a critical endpoint in the QCD phase diagram. In recent years lattice calculations have been436

extended to finite baryochemical potential, with many of these calculations finding a critical endpoint,437

though its location (and even its existence) are highly uncertain due to the di⇤culty of performing438

lattice calculations in this regime. The identification of the QCD critical point is therefore presently an439

experimental question: should it be found, its location and existence would provide a unique landmark440

in the understanding of the QCD phase diagram from first principles.441

The collision energies currently available at heavy ion colliders span almost three orders of magnitude,442

from the lowest center of mass energy per nucleon
⇥
sNN of 7.7 GeV first performed at RHIC in 2010,443

to 5.5 TeV eventually available at the LHC. A first-phase scan over the lower end of this range was444

performed in 2010 and 2011. This scan indicates that RHIC sits at a ”sweet spot” in energy, in which445

rapid changes occur in a number of signatures for energies up to approximately 30 GeV, while remaining446

surprisingly stable beyond that over the two orders of magnitude to the LHC. As an illustrative example,447

the right frame of Figure 3 shows the hadron suppression RCP in central collisions for
⇥
sNN from 7.7448

GeV to 2.76 TeV, in which it is clear that the strongest changes occur at the lowest energies. Combined,449

these measurements provide a substantial hint that collisions at energies at the lower range available at450
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鍵となる測定量：
(1) ジェット (high pT)
(2) より高次の異方性（ 種々のハドロン、フォトン、light quark, heavy quark）

初期条件→前平衡→パートン散乱→熱化(QGP)→ハドロン生成→膨張

The Physics Case for sPHENIX What is the temperature dependence of the QGP?
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II
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Figure 1.5: (Left) Shear Viscosity divided by entropy density, �/s, renormalized by the
conjectured KSS bound as a function of the reduced temperature, T/Tc, with various calcu-
lations for the quark-gluon plasma case. See text for discussion. (Right) Figure with three
conjectured scenarios for the quark-gluon plasma transitioning from the strongly coupled
bound (as a near perfect fluid) to the weakly coupled case.

more perfect at LHC energy.”

Shown in Figure 1.5 (right panel) are three possible scenarios for a more or less rapid
modification of the medium from the strong to the weak coupling limit. Scenario I has
the most rapid change in �/s(T) following the “Song-a” parametrization and Scenario
III has the least rapid change going through the lattice QCD pure glue result [24]. It is
imperative to map out this region in the ‘condensed matter’ physics of QCD and extract
the underlying reason for the change.

The above discussion has focused on �/s as the measure of the coupling strength of the
quark-gluon plasma. However, both �/s and jet probe parameters such as q̂ and ê are
sensitive to the underlying coupling of the matter, but in distinct ways. Establishing for
example the behavior of q̂ around the critical temperature is therefore essential to a deep
understanding of the quark-gluon plasma. Hydrodynamic modeling may eventually
constrain �/s(T) very precisely, though it will not provide an answer to the question of the
microscopic origin of the strong coupling (something naturally available with jet probes).

The authors of Ref [18] propose a test of the strong coupling hypothesis by measuring both
�/s and q̂. They derive a relation between the two quantities expected to hold in the weak
coupling limit.

q̂ ?
=

1.25T3

�/s
(1.1)

7

温度 (T/Tc)

比
ず
れ
粘
性

 : 
η/

s/
(1

/4
π)
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5-1C$+(&/8%&V%4$A#&
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ジェット測定で分かるQQGGPP物性

✓ LLHHCC  エネルギー：
•   RRHHIICC  に比べてハードプロセスが支配的

✓   ジェットを基軸とした新たな観測量：
•   ジェット通過によるQQGGPP媒質応答

•   重クォークジェット、ジェット対、光子--ジェット

•   失ったエネルギーの再分配、EEOOSS、音速

•   重いクォークの強結合系QQGGPPとの相互作用（熱化、相互作用の強さ）

✓　→　データ読み出し高速化が必要
✓RRHHIICC  エネルギー：
• 既存の装置はジェット測定に特化されてなく、収量や
精度の点で、ジェットの直接測定が困難

•   22  πカロリメータを設置..  HHiigghh  ppTT  化を図り、RRHHIICC  
エネルギーでのジェット測定が可能に

• →ジェットエネルギー損失の温度依存性

30
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高次異方性 (higher harmonics)で分かる
QGP物性

31

WMAP
宇宙論パラメータの決定

重イオン衝突
衝突初期条件, QGP物性量 (例； η/s)

Power spectrum

レアプローブ（種々のハドロン、フォトン、lepton, light quark, heavy quark）の
高次異方性測定により、熱化メカニズム、 衝突初期条件、 QGP物性（粘性等）がわかる
→　測定装置の高速化と High-pT 化が鍵

AALLIICCEE,,  SSeepp,,22001111

8th 

FFlluuccttuuaattiioonnss  ooff  tthhee  UUnniivveerrssee FFlluuccttuuaattiioonnss  ooff  LLiittttllee  bbaanngg
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ALICE実験 PHENIX実験

ジェット測定と
QQGGPPとの相互作用

高精度測定による
衝突初期のエネルギー
密度の空間揺らぎ

次世代PPHHEENNIIXX実験
測定器群AALLIICCEE実験測定器群

H26-H35. 国内研究拠点（筑波／東大／広島／理研／RCNP） 総額約30億円. 
CERN-ALICE＋RHIC-PHENIX実験での新測定器建設・高度化・実験遂行

今後の計画
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✓ 高エネルギー重イオン衝突による高温高密度QCD物質の研究は、原子核物理分野における最も重要な研究
課題の一つ。

✓ この１０年で高温高密度QCD物質の研究が大きく進展した。

• QGP相生成の確認

• クォークレベルの統計力学、流体力学
✓ 今後10年、LHC-ALICE実験、及び RHIC-PHENIX実験の両加速器及び測定器両面において大きな改良時期
を迎え、さらなる研究進展が期待。
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←　QQGGPP生成に刺激され、
　　ストリング理論の若い
　　理論家が多く参入�
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大学院生向�けのQQGGPPの教科書！
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